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ABSTRACT: Platinum−carbon deposits made via electron-
beam-induced deposition were purified via a pulsed laser-
induced oxidation reaction and erosion of the amorphous
carbon to form pure platinum. Purification proceeds from the
top down and is likely catalytically facilitated via the evolving
platinum layer. Thermal simulations suggest a temperature
threshold of ∼485 K, and the purification rate is a function of
the PtC5 thickness (80−360 nm) and laser pulse width (1−
100 μs) in the ranges studied. The thickness dependence is
attributed to the ∼235 nm penetration depth of the PtC5
composite at the laser wavelength, and the pulse-width dependence is attributed to the increased temperatures achieved at longer
pulse widths. Remarkably fast purification is realized at cumulative laser exposure times of less than 1 s.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID) is a synthesis
technique that is dictated by a focused electron beam and
stimulates a localized reaction of precursor species.1−3 The
result is a nanoscale synthesis technique that can conveniently
grow materials “on-demand” via a prescribed electron-beam
raster sequence. Significant advances have been made by
elucidating the critical electron−precursor−solid interac-
tions4−8 that occur in the EBID process, which has enabled
better control and higher resolution. Thus, several applications
have emerged for nanostructured materials grown via EBID,
such as specialized scanning probe tips,9,10 nanomagnetic logic
and devices,11,12 nanophotonics,13,14 field-emission emit-
ters,15,16 new sensor concepts exploiting nanogranular behav-
ior,17,18 maskless lithography,19−22 lithography mask edit-
ing,23−26 superconducting nanostructures,27,28 and electrical
contacts on-demand29 to name a few.
While the field has experienced significant growth over the

past decade, one of the main liabilities of focused electron (and
ion)-beam-induced processing has been the inclusion of
unwanted byproducts in the deposits. Byproduct inclusion
occurs because EBID is typically performed at room temper-
ature and the standard chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
precursors utilized do not volatilize completely under the
electron beam. For instance, one of the most common
precursors used is the trimethyl(methylcyclopentadienyl)-

platinum(IV) (MeCpPtIVMe3) precursor, which, depending
on the electron-beam parameters used, deposits PtCx material
where 5 ≤ x ≤ 8.30,31 To address this limitation, several groups
around the world have explored in situ and ex situ methods to
purify EBID materials (see Botman et al.1 for a review). While
not an exhaustive list, some approaches that have been used
include postsynthesis annealing,32−34 more volatile precur-
sors,35−37 mixing of reactive gases to stimulate byproduct
desorption,38−40 in situ substrate heating with reactive
gases,41,42 and postelectron irradiation with43,44 and without
reactive gases.45,46

Selective optical coupling of EBID deposits could enable
photothermal purification to be achieved with minimal damage
to the surrounding features or substrates. For instance, we have
investigated an in situ synchronized pulsed laser-assisted EBID
(LAEBID) process in which an intermittent pulsed laser was
used to thermally assist the desorption of carbonaceous
byproducts from the MeCpPtIVMe3

47 and W(CO)6
48 pre-

cursors during growth. To add to our understanding of
conditions that affect the LAEBID process, here we investigate
a postgrowth laser annealing process. Although similar to many
of the postheating studies that have been performed, optical
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coupling can be tuned to be minimally invasive to the substrate
or devices because of small laser spot size and precise control of
pulsing conditions, which as we will show lead to a relatively
short cumulative heating time.
In this study, we used an IR laser delivery system integrated

onto our dual electron−ion beam system48 to irradiate PtCx
(where x = 5) deposits in the presence of a localized O2 flow
from a gas-injection system (Figure 1A; see methods for
details). As we will show, laser irradiation couples with the PtC5
matrix and photothermally heats the deposit and stimulates a
reaction of carbon with the localized flux of O2 molecules. In
contrast to our in situ synchronized process demonstrated
previously,47 no observable purification was accomplished
without O2 flow for the ex situ laser annealing process (see
the Supporting Information, SI).

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
EBID was performed in an FEI Nova Nanolab 600 DualBeam system
(FEI Company; Hillsboro, OR). Silicon substrates with thermally
grown 100 nm SiO2 were plasma-cleaned (Evactron; XEI Scientific,
Inc., Redwood City, CA) in the chamber for a minimum of 30 min
prior to deposition. All PtC5 EBID structures in this study were grown
with the MeCpPtIVMe3 precursor at a chamber pressure of ∼1.2 ×
10−5 mbar and the gas nozzle ∼100 μm above the substrate. EBID
pads were grown to varible thicknesses by changing the number of
electron passes or loops (1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 loops) in a 500
× 500 nm2 square pattern. The corresponding heights of these
deposits are approximately 80, 140, 260, and 360 nm, respectively.
Each pad pattern was deposited at 5 keV energy, 98 pA current, 10 μs
dwell time, and 13.55 nm pixel pitch (50% overlap). Subsequent to
deposition, the chamber was pumped for at least 30 min prior to laser
annealing to minimize residual MeCpPtIVMe3 precursor in the
chamber.

A 915-nm-wavelength 25 W multichip diode laser module
(BMU25B-915-01; Oclaro Inc., San Jose, CA) driven by an IXYS
PCX-7410 pulsed diode laser driver was used to anneal the EBID
deposits. The laser delivery system (Omniprobe, Inc., Oxford, U.K.)
was mounted ∼38° relative to the substrate normal and precisely
delivers a beam size of ∼100 μm diameter, as schematically shown in
Figure 1A. During laser irradiation, O2 gas was delivered to the area of
interest with an OmniGIS I (Oxford Instruments, Oxford, U.K.) gas
injection system, which was positioned 100 μm above the substrate
and 200 μm from the center of the field of view. The gas temperature
was set to 25 °C, and the valve pulse rate was set such that the
chamber pressure was 1.2 × 10−5 mbar. Because of the GIS needle
position and the 100 μm laser spot size, large deposits within the entire
laser spot can be annealed in a parallel manner. If larger areas need to
be purified, we envision that sequential stage motions could be
implemented to raster the area of interest under the focused laser with
an appropriate beam overlap strategy employed. During this study,
variable laser pulse widths (1, 10, and 100 μs) and duty cycles (0.1%
and 1%) were used at a constant optical power density of ∼165 kW/
cm2. Pulse-width and duty-cycle combinations were selected in such a
way as to provide adequate cooling time between pulses for the
substrate to return to room temperature. Obviously, the specific laser
conditions are a function of the deposit and substrate, and thus
different substrates will have different optimum conditions; thus,
understanding both the laser absorption and subsequent thermal
diffusion is critical, and for extremely delicate substrates, for instance
membranes, thermal stresses need to be considered (see ref 47 for
instance). More information on the laser delivery system can be found
in ref 49.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was performed with an
EDAX Genesis X-ray Microanalysis System also mounted on the dual-
beam system; thus, the samples were not exposed to the atmosphere.
Each spectrum was recorded with beam conditions of 5 kV and 1.6 nA
and a 30 s acquisition time. A 100 nm SiO2-coated silicon substrate

Figure 1. (A) Schematic of the laser annealing setup with approximately 100 μm laser spot size under O2 flow. (B) EDS measurements of a ∼140-
nm-thick PtC5 EBID deposit annealed with 100 μs pulses at 0.1% duty cycle as a function of the exposure times. (C) Images of laser-annealed
patterns at different exposure times. The deposit annealed for 0.1 s exposure time was also cross-sectioned and is pictured here.
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Figure 2. Carbon content as a function of the exposure time (duty cycle × processing time, bottom axis) and processing time (top axis) for (A) 1 μs
at 1% duty cycle, (B) 10 μs at 1% duty cycle, and (C) 100 μs at 0.1% duty cycle. The initial pad thicknesses were ∼80, 140, 260, and 350 nm.

Figure 3. SEM images of PtC5 deposits of variable thicknesses and annealing pulse widths that were annealed for 0.1 s of laser exposure time.
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EDS scan was used to determine the background for data analysis and
peak fitting (see the SI for an EDS analysis description).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1B illustrates EDS measurements of a ∼140-nm-thick,
500 × 500 nm2 square pattern of PtC5 that was progressively
laser-irradiated with 100 μs pulse width, 0.1% duty cycle, and
∼165 W/cm2 optical power density under O2 flux. Note that
the laser exposure time (the product of the processing time and
duty cycle) is 0.1% of the actual processing time. Clearly, the
carbon peak (0.277 keV) in the 5 keV beam interaction region
rapidly decreases with time and suggests purification from the
PtC5 deposit to pure platinum (within the detection limits of
EDS). A small shoulder remains in this energy range, but as
described previously by ref 43, the small residual peak can be
attributed to the Pt−N peak. Images of progressive purification
are presented in Figure 1C. The onset of platinum grain
coarsening occurs rapidly (<0.3 s laser exposure time) as the
carbon is reduced and continues until carbon removal is
complete at approximately 1.0 s. Peripheral nanoparticles
appear around the edges of the deposits once exposed to laser
annealing. These particles are a result of peripheral deposition
during the EBID process and can be minimized by the careful
selection of electron-beam parameters during deposition.50,51

Subsequent to the initial laser series, three laser conditions (1
and 10 μs at 1% duty cycle and 100 μs at 0.1% duty cycle) were
used to simultaneously anneal 500 × 500 nm2 PtC5 EBID
deposits of variable thicknesses (∼80, 140, 260, and 360 nm).
Figure 2A illustrates the integrated and normalized carbon EDS
peak of the PtC5 deposits as a function of the effective laser
exposure time for 1 μs 1% duty cycle pulses (see the SI for EDS
spectra and estimated purification rates). A higher duty cycle

was used for the lower pulse width to accelerate purification.
Interestingly, the thick deposits (260 and 360 nm) were rapidly
purified, whereas the thin deposits (80 and 140 nm) were
unaffected by this laser treatment. Figure 2B illustrates that the
10 μs 1% laser treatment purifies PtC5 faster; however, thinner
deposits again cure at slower rates than the thicker deposits.
For deposits laser-treated with 100 μs 0.1% duty cycle
conditions (Figure 2C), the annealing rate was effectively
independent of the initial deposit height and very quick in
comparison with 1 and 10 μs pulses.
We entertained the possibility of both pyrolytic and

photolytic mechanisms for purification of PtC5. Figure 3
compares the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micro-
graphs, normalized to a constant laser exposure time, which
demonstrate purification progression as a function of the
deposit thickness and laser pulse width. All deposits shown
were subjected to an exposure time of 0.1 s. As illustrated in
Figure 2, the thicker samples are purified at a higher rate than
the thinner samples for 1 and 10 μs pulse widths, whereas the
deposits irradiated with 100 μs pulses are all effectively
annealed. Hence, the increase in the purification rate using
100 μs pulses is attributed to the thermal profile of the laser
pulse, which reaches a higher temperature than the 1 and 10 μs
pulses. We conclude that photolytic purification mechanisms
are not dominant, as indicated by the differences in purification
with variable pulse widths at a constant exposure time.
Complementary EBID lines with variable thicknesses also
clearly illustrate the thickness/laser-pulse-width dependence on
purification (see the SEM images in the SI).
In order gain a better understanding of the laser annealing

behavior, we estimated the optical and thermal properties of
PtC5 via a simple Maxwell−Garnett model of a platinum and

Figure 4. (a) Time−temperature thermal profile for deposits of variable thickness (inset) irradiated with a 100 μs laser pulse. (b) Simulated thermal
profiles of the deposit surface as a function of the pure platinum top layer thickness (which represents purification) for a deposit that was initially 360
nm prior to annealing. Inset: maximum temperature at the deposit surface as a function of the platinum top layer thickness and original deposit
thickness.
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amorphous carbon composite. The refractive index (n) and
extinction coefficient (κ) for the PtC5 material were estimated
to be 1.88 and 0.31, respectively; thus, the optical penetration
depth [(4πκ/λ)−1] was estimated to be ∼235 nm for PtC5
deposits. Details of the methods used for estimating the
relevant PtCx material properties and a description of the
subsequent finite-difference numerical approximation method
used to perform the thermal simulations may be found in the
SI. Figure 4a illustrates simulated temperature profiles as a
function of the laser pulse width and different PtC5 thicknesses.
Clearly, the pulse-width temperatures do not reach steady state
in the experimental pulse-width range as the temperature for
each thickness rises over the entire range studied. Because of
the PtC5 penetration depth and low thermal conductivity, the
thicker deposits are photothermally heated to higher temper-
atures relative to the optically thin deposits. Also, optically
transparent SiO2 is a good thermal insulator and minimizes
silicide formation relative to silicon. These factors explain the
faster annealing of the thicker deposits at short pulse widths.
We attribute photothermal purification of the PtC5 deposits

to a basic reaction of the carbon matrix with the localized O2
flux. Thus, the process depends on both the temperature and
oxygen concentration at the reaction front. Clearly, a threshold
temperature must be reached in order to drive the reaction and
erosion of the carbonaceous matrix. This is evident because the
laser annealing processes, which result in lower simulated
temperature per pulse (i.e., thin deposits at short pulse widths),
do not effectively remove the carbon, despite having the same
exposure time. Thermal chemical erosion of amorphous
hydrogenated carbon has been shown to have a threshold of
approximately 650 K.52 Furthermore, high-purity platinum
films via CVD using the MeCpPtIVMe3 precursor can be grown
as low as 475 K; however, an interesting enhanced growth
mode is observed at ∼550 K, which is driven by an autocatalytic
oxidation decomposition reaction.53 Comparing the thermal
simulations with our observable purification of PtC5 reveals an
erosion threshold of approximately 485 K for carbon in the
PtC5 deposits. The difference in the threshold temperature
could be due to underestimating κ and/or overestimating n in
our effective medium approximation because there are different
literature values in particular for amorphous carbon. Addition-
ally, and consistent with the autocatalytic CVD process,
purification may be facilitated by catalytic O2−Pt reactions,
whereby O2 dissociatively adsorbs to create atomic oxygen,
which is much more reactive and could lower the reaction
temperature.53−55 The catalytic contribution will be considered
more thoroughly in a future model description of the process,
but recently it has been suggested in a thermally activated PtCx
purification process in which an O2 flux is periodically pulsed.

56

Qualitatively, the results indicate that the O2−C does not
effectively react in thin deposits at a 1 μs pulse width, whereas
10 and 100 μs laser pulse widths can effectively induce
carbonaceous erosion in all of the deposit thicknesses tested
here because each exceeds the temperature threshold.
Figure 5a contains SEM cross sections of laser-treated ∼360-

nm-thick PtC5 deposits at different laser exposure times (10 μs
1% duty cycle), which illustrates the increase in the platinum
layer thickness from the top down (see the SI for
complementary images of the other laser conditions).
Asymmetric purification (left face favored purification),
observed in Figure 5a, is attributed to the geometry of the
gas injection and laser delivery because both are delivered from
the left side of the SEM image. Figure 5b plots the resultant

platinum thickness versus the laser exposure time for each laser
treatment. The estimates show that, for the thick deposit, each
laser condition converges toward the same thickness at 0.1 s
exposure time, although this is difficult to conclusively measure
because of the topology that develops. This is consistent with
the fact that each condition exceeds the activation temperature,
and while higher temperatures can accelerate the reaction rate,
the O2 flux eventually limits the extent of the reaction.
Interestingly, beyond ∼10 nm, the apparent growth rates
diverge, which we will address below.
Mechanistically, the picture that emerges is that each laser

pulse rapidly heats the deposit, which thermally stimulates the
reaction of the amorphous carbon matrix with the O2 flux and
forms COx volatile byproducts. Reduction of carbon in the
PtC5 deposits causes an anticipated ∼70% volume reduction,
which is evident in Figures 1C and 5A.43 Because of the
relatively high concentration of O2 impinging on the surface, an
outer shell of pure platinum initially forms. After formation of
the outer platinum shell, O2 must permeate through platinum
grains and the nanoscale porosity develops in order to sustain
the purification process in the deposit interior. As the pure
platinum layer nucleates and grows, the optical coupling
changes because of the optical and thermal properties of pure
platinum. Figure 4b shows simulated surface time−temperature
profiles of progressively thicker platinum layers with con-
comitant 70% reduction in the PtC5 layer due to carbon loss for
a deposit with a 360 nm initial thickness (the surface time−
temperature profiles for other thicknesses studied in this work
are reported in the SI). The inset illustrates the simulated
temperature as a function of the platinum layer thickness for
the different original PtC5 thicknesses. An interesting interplay
occurs as the platinum layer grows, which varies for the
different original PtC5 thicknesses. For the two optically thick
PtC5 deposits, the growing platinum layer decreases the

Figure 5. (A) Cross-sectional SEM images (at 52°) of a 360-nm-thick
PtC5 deposit annealed at 10 μs pulse width and 1.0% duty cycle
conditions at variable exposure times (exposure times and super-
imposed edge positions are inset in the images). (B) Purification depth
as a function of the exposure time for 1, 10, and 100 μs pulse-width
laser conditions with a superimposed penetration depth of pure
platinum (dotted line).
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temperature over the entire platinum thickness range; however,
the surface temperature fluctuates. At 10 nm, the slight initial
decrease is due to the high platinum reflectivity, which is
partially compensated for by the high absorption because the
film thickness is close to the penetration depth of 915 nm
radiation. As the platinum layer increases beyond the
penetration depth, the temperature further decreases because
of the thermal mass of the additional platinum layer. We
suggest that the reduced growth rate beyond 10 nm for the
360-nm-thick deposit noted in Figure 5B is due to the
temperature difference at 1, 10, and 100 μs for the thicker
platinum layers.
For the optically thin layers, as the thickness approaches the

platinum penetration depth (∼10 nm), there is positive
feedback and the temperature supersedes the original surface
temperature because of a significant increase in the absorbance
of the deposit. As the platinum layer increases beyond the
penetration depth, the temperature decreases similar to the
thicker deposits because of the increased thermal mass.
To further illustrate the importance of optical coupling, we

also deposited 80 nm PtC5 layers on top of thin platinum layers
(5, 10, and 20 nm) and irradiated the bilayers with conditions
(10 μs and 1% duty cycle) that otherwise do not purify the
optically thin PtC5 layers (see the SI). As expected, the
purification rate scaled with the platinum thickness because the
enhanced optical coupling and reflectance associated with the
pure platinum underlayer increase the temperature in the PtC5
layer, which induces the combustion reaction of O2 with the
carbon matrix. Importantly, in this case, the PtC5/Pt layer
sequence reduces the reflectance and thus increases the overall
temperature during the early stages of purification.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we have demonstrated a new pseudo in situ
technique to purify the EBID of PtC5 deposits from the
MeCpPtIVMe3 precursor. At the 165 kW/cm2 power density
studied here, the temperature increases with the laser pulse
width. Furthermore, the composite PtC5 material has an
estimated absorption depth of 235 nm; thus, the temperature is
also sensitive to the deposit thickness. A threshold temperature
of ∼485 K was estimated via simulations, which is lower than
that previously determined for amorphous carbon combustion
with O2. Either the reduced threshold is an artifact of our
effective medium approximation or perhaps the process is
catalytically assisted by dissociative adsorption of O2 into more
reactive atomic oxygen. A complex interplay ensues as the
platinum layer grows, which not only changes the optical
coupling and thus photothermal heating but also the in and out
diffusion of the oxygen reactant and COx product.
As for our perspective on future work, we comment briefly.

To purify thicker deposits, a multilayer deposit/purification
sequence may be required, similar to what Mehendale et al.41

demonstrated for a heated substrate process. In the limit, we
suggest that an atomic layer deposition (ALD)-like process
could be viable. While selective ALD deposits have been
demonstrated using EBID deposits to locally catalyze
reactions,20 a truly direct-write ALD process is envisioned.
Namely, the initial nanoscale half-reaction would be stimulated
by the focused electron beam in the presence of the
MeCpPtIVMe3 precursor to create thin PtCx patterns.
Subsequently, a synchronized laser pulse in the presence of
oxygen would photothermally stimulate the carbon reduction
half-reaction to create pure nanostructures.
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